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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Correlative  microscopy  is the  application  of  two or more  distinct  microscopy  techniques  to  the same
region  of a  sample,  generating  complementary  morphological,  structural  and  chemical  information
that  exceeds  what  is possible  with  any  single  technique.  As  a  variety  of  complementary  microscopy
approaches  rather  than  a specific  type  of  instrument,  correlative  microscopy  has  blossomed  in  recent
years  as  researchers  have  recognised  that  it is particularly  suited  to  address  the intricate  questions  of  the
modern  biological  sciences.  Specialised  technical  developments  in  sample  preparation,  imaging meth-
ods,  visualisation  and  data  analysis  have  also  accelerated  the  uptake  of correlative  approaches.  In  light  of
these  advances,  this  critical  review  takes  the  reader  on  a journey  through  recent  developments  in, and
applications  of,  correlative  microscopy,  examining  its  impact  in biomedical  research  and  in the  field  of
plant science.  This  twin  emphasis  gives  a unique  perspective  into  use  of  correlative  microscopy  in fields
that often  advance  independently,  and  highlights  the lessons  that can  be learned  from  both  fields  for  the
future  of this  important  area  of  research.

© 2012  Elsevier  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.
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. Introduction

The last decade has seen an explosion in the use of correla-
ive microscopy as researchers seek new avenues for visualising
he subcellular and molecular processes that underpin biology and
iomedicine. Interest in this approach stems not just from the
esire to gain novel details of cellular morphology, but also from
he increased degree of confidence that scientists can have in the

icroscale or nanoscale features that they observe with two  or
ore microscopy methods. This topical review, therefore, explores

ome of the progress in structural and molecular cell-biology that
as been made possible by recent improvements in correlative
icroscopy, such as advances in multi-dimensional visualisation

echniques, efforts to correlate different types of microscopy for
he first time, and innovations in sample preparation and reloca-
ion. Throughout this document, we present the methodological
pproaches and innovations used in recent correlative microscopy
tudies, while giving the reader some insights into the scientific
ontributions derived from the correlative approaches.

Given the many advances and rapid developments in correla-
ive approaches, we have only highlighted ‘correlative microscopy’
apers published within the past 5–10 years. Even then the
eview does not cover all the recent literature involving correlative
icroscopy; for example, as was recently noted by our group (Su

t al., 2010), the application of ‘correlative microscopy’ in biology
as already generated a body of literature in excess of one-thousand
ublications. So this paper provides a selective overview of recent,
legant correlative microscopy approaches in the biomedical and
lant sciences, focusing on work that we feel has had, or has poten-
ial to have, substantial scientific impact as well as work that
ontains methodological developments that are likely to be influ-
ntial in future correlative imaging.

The scope of this review is somewhat unusual in that it consid-
rs how correlative microscopy is advancing, firstly, the biomedical
cience of human tissues, human cells and animal models and, sec-
ndly, the biology of plants. This dual focus has been selected to
ppeal to a broad audience and to give readers from each of these
amps some insights into the developments in the other field. The
cope of the review also provides fertile ground for comparing, and
earning from, the current approaches, limitations and challenges
n the practice of correlative microscopy in the animal and plant
ingdoms, as we shall see in Section 5.1. In particular, it allows one
o see that, although less widely practiced in the plant sciences than
n the biomedical sciences, correlative microscopy is finding use at
igh levels in both fields, opening up new opportunities to advance
he life sciences in the future.

The review starts with a brief historical perspective and concise
ummary of the commonly used correlative microscopy method-
logies (Section 2). We  then discuss the applications of these
echniques to characterising cells and tissues of humans and ani-

als (Section 3) as well as those of plants (Section 4). Finally, we
ompare and contrast how correlative microscopy methods have
een applied in the animal and plant sciences, we  provide our
erspective on how bio-discovery could be accelerated through

he implementation of ‘quantitative’ correlative microscopy, and
e emphasise the trends towards integrated microscopy, in which
ultiple ‘beamlines’ are incorporated within one platform (Section

).
 . .  .  . . .  . . . . .  .  . . . . . . .  .  . . .  .  .  . . .  . .  . . .  .  .  . . .  . . . .  .  . . . . . . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . .  . . .  .  . . . . . .  .  . .  .  580

2. Correlative microscopy

Correlative microscopy is the use of two  or more microscopy
techniques – preferably with different spatial and/or temporal
resolutions – to characterise the same region of interest in a
sample (Fig. 1A). By exploiting advanced sample-preparation and -
relocation approaches (Brown et al., 2009; McDonald, 2009; Plitzko
et al., 2009), as well as modern labelling approaches that can high-
light the structures of interest on multiple microscopy platforms
(Ellis, 2008; Giepmans, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2008), such
cross-correlative imaging opens up new directions in correlative
cell ‘morphometrics’. Typically, researchers merge complemen-
tary details from the best fine-structure-imaging methodologies to
obtain entirely new information about the structure and function
of a sample as well as insights into various biological and pathobi-
ological processes down to the nanoscale (Hanein and Volkmann,
2011; Su et al., 2010). Given that protein complexes typically are
between 10 and 200 nm in size, correlative microscopy is partic-
ularly useful for studying cellular behaviour and architecture on a
supramolecular level.

Despite the current boom in correlative microscopy, the orig-
inal concept of cross-correlating microscopy data can be traced
back for decades (Albrecht et al., 1989; Geissinger, 1974; McDonald
and Hayes, 1969; Watari and Herman, 1965; Wynford-Thomas
et al., 1986). As we  detailed recently (Su et al., 2010), the first
publications of true correlative microscopy approaches appeared
in the mid-70s. These seminal works coincided with the develop-
ment of more user-friendly microscopes and the first generation
of fluorescent markers after antibody labelling. It was more than a
decade later, however, before published studies applied correlative
microscopy on a scale sufficient to answer genuine biological ques-
tions, such as determining the location and movement of molecular
receptors on cell surfaces (Albrecht et al., 1989; Goodman and
Albrecht, 1987; Wynford-Thomas et al., 1986). Even then, those
studies were exercises in dogged determination, for the researchers
had to painstakingly cross-correlate the regions of interest in each
sample across the different microscopes. During the 1990s, with
the growing realisation of what correlative microscopy could do,
researchers began adopting the technique, leading to consider-
able growth in dedicated correlative microscopy applications. This
accelerated uptake stimulated, and then was further enabled by,
the rapid development of various immunomarkers and probes
specifically designed for cross-correlative labelling (Mironov et al.,
2000; Powell et al., 1998). Concurrently, the continuing advances
in digital technology were powering the tools needed to underpin
accurate and high-throughput correlative observations: power-
ful computers, fast high-resolution digital cameras, and improved
image-processing software.

With increasingly sophisticated computers and software
removing many of the constraints from traditional correlative
microscopy, the interest in correlative microscopy has continued to
grow among the scientific community during the new millennium.
Researchers have since directed their attention to the next obvious
bottleneck – i.e., the relocation of a sample with different micro-

scopes – by searching for time-saving labelling techniques and
simple transfer methods that can facilitate the molecular identifi-
cation and relocation of exactly the same area of the sample across
different microscopes (Mironov and Beznoussenko, 2009). Drawing
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Fig. 1. The general concept of correlative microscopy, including illustrative examples of cross-correlated images from fluorescence microscopy (FM) and electron microscopy.
(A)  Scheme depicting the correlative approach applied to multidimensional light or laser imaging and electron microscopy. This concept is generally defined as ‘correlative
light  and electron microscopy’ and aims to bridge gaps between techniques in their spatial (i.e., length scale) and temporal (i.e., time scale) resolutions. This approach allows
researchers to image and locate specifically labelled targets in living cells and record dynamic processes by light or laser imaging technology (yellow), and then investigate the
same  location by electron microscopy (blue). Central to this approach is the use of advanced sample preparation techniques that aid in the swift relocation of the structures
of  interest across different microscopy platforms (Su et al., 2010). (B) Correlative FM and SEM images of microfilament-disrupted sinusoidal endothelial cells from a rat’s
liver.  The first image (yellow dot) shows localisation of red-fluorophore-labelled filamentous actin, the second image (blue dot) shows topographic SEM information and the
third  image (yellow–blue dot) merges the first two  images of this same cell. By using this approach, the authors were able to show unambiguously that the brightly stained
filamentous actin dots (arrow) matches with the fine globular topographic elevations present on the thin non-fenestrated cytoplasmic arms and that the fenestrae-forming
centre  (asterisk) – where the arrowhead denotes a fenestra – is devoid of filamentous actin. This observation was of particular importance because it revealed that, in contrast
to  what many researchers had postulated, filamentous actin is not needed to maintain fenestrae structures, which illustrates the additional value of applying different
imaging techniques to the same sample (Braet et al., 2002). Scale bars are 200 nm.  [Reprinted from BMC Cell Biol, Vol. 3, 7, 2002, with permission from BioMed Central. ©
2002  Braet et al. http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2121/3/7; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article: verbatim copying and redistribution of this
article  are permitted in all media for any purpose.] (C) Correlative FM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of human colorectal cancer cells stained
for  filamentous actin (arrow) and membrane rafts (arrowhead). The first image (yellow dot) shows simultaneous localisation of the fluorescently labelled structures (actin
is  green and rafts are red). The TEM image (blue dot) reveals otherwise-hidden structural detail in the sample, which can be merged with the fluorescent details as shown
in  the third image (yellow–blue dot). The merits of this correlative imaging approach are elegantly illustrated in the observation that the smallest membrane rafts could
not  be detected within the spatial resolution of fluorescence microscopy, but that the subsequent TEM investigation allowed easy detection of the small membrane rafts.
Furthermore, the data also show that the individual cytoskeletal filaments that were indistinguishable under fluorescence microscopy could be easily resolved by electron
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icroscopy (Jahn, 2008). Scale bars are 2 �m.  [Reprinted from Micron, Vol. 39, 139
y  means of correlative fluorescence electron microscopy (CFEM), with permission
eader  is referred to the web  version of this article.)
n this rapidly increasing activity, researchers have reported dif-
erent cross-correlative sample-preparation approaches, which
ave been discussed in detail in other reviews (Biel et al., 2003;
odla and Czymmek, 2011; Plitzko et al., 2009; Sosinsky et al.,

able 1
xamples of popular terms and acronyms used to describe correlative microscopy.

Full name 

Correlative light and electron microscopy 

Correlative microscopy 

Correlative fluorescence, scanning and transmission electron microscopy 

Correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy 

Correlative video/light and electron microscopy 

Correlative cryo-microscopy 

Correlative cryo-fluorescence microscopy 

Advanced correlative light electron microscopy 

.d.: not defined.
a Based on Thomson Reuters “Web  of Knowledge Advanced Search” in which the full nam

enuine correlative observations, but often involved combined microscopy instead.
7, 2008, Jahn KA and Braet F, Monitoring membrane rafts in colorectal cancer cells
 Elsevier.] (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
2007; Swanson and Peters, 2005). It is hardly surprising with this
multiplicity of possible correlative approaches, just across the com-
bination of light and electron microscopy, that different acronyms
have cropped up in the literature (Table 1). To illustrate the

Abbreviation Original referencea

CLEM Watari and Herman (1965)
CM Geissinger (1974)
n.d. Gonda et al. (1979)
CFEM Lhermite (1983)
CVEM Polishchuk and Mironov (2001)
n.d. Plitzko (2009)
n.d. van Driel et al. (2009)
ACLEM Cortese et al. (2009)

es matched with the article title. Note that the earlier papers did not always present

http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2121/3/7
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the different approaches that can be combined for correlative microscopy. It is clear that different sample-labelling and -preparation steps
as  well as various visualisation approaches, can be considered depending on the location of the structure of interest (i.e., whether surface or internal), the planned strategy
to  detect the (sub)cellular or molecular structure(s) to be identified (i.e., single- vs. double-labelling), and whether those markers are to be visually identified within a
single  imaging platform (i.e., non-combinatorial labelling as denoted in maroon colour) or sequentially across different microscopy platforms (i.e., combinatorial labelling
as  denoted in orange colour). Furthermore, the sample preparation procedures for subsequent electron microscopy observations depend largely on whether one wants to
cross-correlate light/laser data with topological information in SEM mode, or internal detail via TEM, on samples that are chemically fixed or in a ‘close to life’ state achieved
via  physical fixation. [Modified from Biophysical Reviews, Vol. 2, 121–135, 2010, with permission from the Corresponding Author & Springer.] Abbreviations:  Ag/Au, silver/gold
enhancement; CPD, critical point drying; DAB, 3,3′-diaminobenzidine; FEG-S(T)EM, field-emission scanning (transmission) electron microscopy; FIB-SEM, focused-ion-beam
scanning electron microscopy; FEG-TEM, field-emission transmission electron microscopy; FO, formaldehyde and osmium tetroxide; FGO, formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde
and  osmium tetroxide; FS, freeze-substitution; GTO, glutaraldehyde, tannic acid and osmium tetroxide; GFP, green fluorescent protein; HMDS, hexamethyldisilazane-drying;
PF,  plunge freezing; HPF, high-pressure freezing; RTS, rapid sample transfer; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; TET, transmission
electron tomography. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Examples of correlative imaging in human and animal cells and tissues. (A) Correlative CLSM and TEM of an eccrine coil found in sweat glands of the human axillary
skin.  (A.a) Maximum projection of a CLSM Z-stack at the block-face of embedded gland tissue. The 2D (A.b) and 3D data were then used to identify regions of interest
for  ultrastructural analysis. DiI (green) stains cell boundaries and adipocytes while Nileblue (red) stains gland nuclei and connective tissue. (A.c) Excellent ultrastructural
preservation reveals myoepithelial cells (M), intracellular canaliculi, nuclei (N) and (A.d) desmosomes (D). [Reprinted from Exp Dermatol, Vol. 17/1, 73–81, 2008, Wilke K, Wick
K,  Keil FJ, Wittern KP, Wepf R, Biel SS, A strategy for correlative microscopy of large skin samples: towards a holistic view of axillary skin complexity, with permission from John
Wiley  & Sons]. (B) Correlative FM and SEM of projection neurons in brain tissue. Left: Texas Red-dextran (red) and anti-Lucifer Yellow (yellow) stain different types of neurons.
SEM  images (middle) are overlaid with fluorescent images (right) allowing the classification of synaptic terminals (black arrows), and small neural processes (asterisk). Scale
bar  is 1 �m.  [Reprinted from Front Neurosci, Vol. 5, 50, 2011, Oberti D, Kirschmann MA,  Hahnloser RH, Projection neuron circuits resolved using correlative array tomography].
(C)  Correlative LM and TEM of B16F1 mouse melanoma cells. (C.a) Phase time-lapse images were recorded at specific time points (displayed as minutes:seconds) at the leading
edge  of a B16F1 cell and overlaid with simultaneously recorded fluorescent images showing the location of GFP-tagged formin (red) and its location to newly formed filopodia.
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iversity and scope of these methods, Fig. 2 provides a detailed
utline of the experimental stages for the most commonly used
orrelative microscopy approaches: light (or laser) microscopy
ombined with electron microscopy. Nevertheless, correlative
icroscopy is not limited to the combined use of light and elec-

ron microscopy techniques. It can also involve the use of other
icroscopy techniques such as atomic force microscopy or X-ray
icrotomography, to name a few (Braet et al., 2007; Sarkar et al.,

009).
One of the major strengths of correlative microscopy is its

bility to use specific labels or probes that localise structures of
nterest during light microscopy and then subsequent electron

icroscopy (Giepmans et al., 2006; Modla and Czymmek, 2011;
osinsky et al., 2007). The use of labels that are visible with both
ypes of microscopy is termed ‘combinatorial labelling’; see the
eft side of Fig. 2. Combinatorial labelling often exploits post-
nhancement of the site-specific label, after visualisation by light
r laser techniques, so that is clearly identifiable during subse-
uent electron microscopy. In this way, the tagged subcellular or
olecular compartment can be traced with relative ease over the

ifferent microscopy platforms (Fig. 2). Some combinatorial probes
lso permit combined studies without the need for post-labelling
rocedures, at least under ideal conditions; obvious examples
re FluoroNanogold complexes and quantum-dot-based probes,
hich combine fluorescent tags with electron-dense nanopar-

icles. While the combinatorial approach is perfectly suited to
orrelative microscopy, ‘non-combinatorial labelling’ can be use-
ul in many instances, even though non-combinatorial tags only
ppear under one type of microscope; see the right side of Fig. 2.
or instance, non-combinatorial labelling has been used to cross-
orrelate dynamic subcellular events observed under the light
icroscope with the nanoscale environment seen under the elec-

ron microscope (Peachey et al., 1996), as is also evident from
ig. 1B and C. In a head-to-head comparison, non-combinatorial
pproaches generally mean faster and simpler sample prepara-
ion, with reduced risk of sample-preparation artefacts, which can
rise from post-labelling steps; however, combinatorial labelling
an save time in relocating the same area of the sample in the sec-
nd microscope and it provides greater certainty as to the exact
eatures being observed. Ultimately the selection of combinatorial
r non-combinatorial probes will depend on the nature of sample
nd the research question. Table 2 summarises the key uses of many
f the probes that are commonly used in correlative microscopy
tudies. When choosing among the diverse labelling and prepa-

ation methods that are available (Fig. 2), one should consider the
dvantages and limitations of specific probes in terms of their speci-
city, labelling efficiency, size, effect on the sample, and risk of

ntroducing artefacts (Nykänen, 2009; Su et al., 2010).

ig. 3. (C.b) Colour-inverted TEM image of the actin cytoskeleton at the leading edge. T
nd  green, 1:30) and show the locations of GFP tagged formin as shown in the upper pan
,  Gerboth S, Kojima S, Scita G, Svitkina T, Novel roles of formin mDia2 in lamellipodia a
-ray  fluorescence (XRF) analysis of asbestos bodies in human lung tissue. (D.a) An abso
lements Si (green) and Fe (red) in the same asbestos body is displayed in image Si–Fe wh
Reprinted from Part Fibre Toxicol, Vol. 8/1, 7, 2011, Pascolo L, Gianoncelli A, Kaulich B, 

,  Synchrotron soft X-ray imaging and fluorescence microscopy reveal novel features of a
M  and atmospheric pressure SEM (ASEM) of 10–20 nm Qdot® particles (yellow) ingeste
eproduced from Nishiyama et al. (2010). (F) Various steps in a correlative microscopy ex
ubimages are explained here: (F.a) Merged DIC and fluorescence image of a Hela cell tha
ame  Hela cell. (F.c) Merged fluorescence and TEM image providing guidance for ultrastruc
rganelle (arrows in images D.a–D.d) which is used for electron tomography and 3D rec
D  model. (F.h) A high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM image of the EGF contain
010,  van Weering JR, Brown E, Sharp TH, Mantell J, Cullen PJ, Verkade P, Intracellular me

 Elsevier]. (G) Correlative CLSM and TEM of tubules in COS-1 cells. (G.a) The low magn
inset). (G.b) TEM view of the same near nuclear area. (G.c) Higher magnification of the ar
he  tubule close to the nucleus as identified by the arrow head in the inset in (G.a). (G.e) 

ther  organelles (grey). [Reprinted from PLoS Biol, Vol. 5/2, e9014, 2010, Spiegelhalter C, 

maging to 3D ultrastructure: novel integrated methods for high pressure freezing and co
n  this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of this article.)
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We offer one final cautionary note: the term correlative
microscopy should only be used when more than one microscopy
technique is applied to the same sample to investigate the fine-
structure within exactly the same microscopic region (obviously
allowing for the differences in field of view). Confusingly, some-
times the term correlative microscopy is used when different
microscopy techniques are applied to study different regions from
exactly the same specimen or even to study entirely different spec-
imens of the same type. Although, these ‘combined microscopy’
approaches (Gilchrist et al., 1982) can be useful to dissect sub-
cellular architecture, they are not true ‘correlative microscopy’. We
will return to this distinction in Section 4, when we compare some
combined microscopy with genuine correlative microscopy in plant
science.

3. Correlative microscopy in the biomedical sciences:
human biology and animal models

Correlative microscopy can be used to study a multitude of
cellular processes, but also to investigate the physiology and patho-
physiology of more complex organs and whole organisms (for
an overview of recent examples, see Table 3). In this section, we
present examples of recent correlative microscopy techniques that
have made a substantial contribution to our understanding of
cell behaviour and organisation from the micrometre scale to the
nanometre scale. Although correlative microscopy can be applied to
cells and tissues from almost any organ or animal, we  have selected
recent studies in which correlative microscopy was applied directly
to human tissues, as well as selected examples involving primary
isolated cells or cell lines of human or other animal origins.

3.1. Correlative microscopy studies that incorporate TEM

The most common ‘form’ of correlative microscopy in the
biomedical sciences combines light microscopy (LM) methods with
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. The popular-
ity of this particular combination is such that many researchers
do not look beyond LM–TEM when they come to do correlative
microscopy. Certainly, the static ultrastructural detail provided by
TEM complements the dynamic cellular and sub-cellular informa-
tion given by LM and, of course, the projection images produced
by both techniques make them especially compatible visually.
However, we feel that the dominance of this combination also is

historical to some extent, arising primarily from the long lineages
of these microscopy techniques, which mean that (1) these kinds of
techniques are widely available today and (2) researchers and clin-
icians have come to think in terms of the images provided by LM

he different colours represent three different time points (yellow, 0:00; red, 0.50
el. Scale bar is 500 nm.  [Reprinted from PLoS Biol, Vol. 5, e317, 2007, Yang C, Czech
nd filopodia formation in motile cells]. (D) Correlative soft X-ray microscopy and
rption image was acquired at photon energy of 1.3 keV. The colocalisation of the

ile the colocalisation of the elements Fe (green) and O (red) is shown in image Fe–O.
Rizzardi C, Schneider M,  Bottin C, Polentarutti M,  Kiskinova M,  Longoni A, Melato
sbestos body morphology and composition in human lung tissues]. (E) Correlative

d by Cos7 cells. Glycans on the cell surface are stained with WGA-Qdot® 655(red).
periment that includes electron tomography and 3D reconstruction. Only selected
t ingested EGF-biotin coupled to streptavidin-QD 655 (red). (F.b) TEM image of the
tural investigation. (F.d and F.e) Higher magnification images of the EGF containing
onstruction. (F.f) Manual segmentation of structures of interest leading to (F.g) a
ing organelle shown in (F.e). [Reprinted from Methods Cell Biol, Vol. 96, 619–648,
mbrane traffic at high resolution, with permission from the Corresponding Author

ification CLSM image shows the location of tubular structures close to the nucleus
ea boxed in (G.b). The arrowhead depicts the tubule of interest. (G.d) TEM image of
3D model after electron tomography reconstruction, showing tubules (yellow) and
Tosch V, Hentsch D, Koch M,  Kessler P, Schwab Y, Laporte J, From dynamic live cell
rrelative light-electron microscopy]. (For interpretation of the references to colour
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Table  2
Overview of commonly used labelling methods for correlative microscopy.

Labelling approach Main use Key-references

Gold particles and colloidal gold
complexes

Non-combinatorial multi-labelling studies of different
molecular targets at the electron microscopic level

Goodman and Albrecht (1987), Powell
et al. (1998)

Fluoronanogold (FNG) particles Bi-functional immunoprobe permits correlative
microscopy in a single labelling procedure

Cheutin et al. (2007), Robinson and
Vandré (1997)

Photo-oxidation based conversion of
diaminobenzidine (DAB)

Allows combinatorial single-labelling studies by using
direct conversion of the fluorescent tag into an
electron-dense reaction product

Lübke (1993),  Oehring and Halbhuber
(1991), Pagano et al. (1989)

Green  fluorescent protein (GFP) and
other members of the fluorescent
proteins (FP)

GFP-driven photo-oxidation permits combinatorial
labelling studies of a single-molecule target

Grabenbauer et al. (2005), Mironov
et  al. (2000)
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Quantum dots (QDs) Ideal combinatorial mark
fluorescent probes and th
dense

nd TEM. Therefore, as we suggest in the next section, it is worth
xamining other combinations of techniques that might be applied
o answer specific biological questions; while LM–TEM might end
p as the optimal combination in some instances, there will be even
etter combinations in other cases.

When doing correlative microscopy with LM and TEM, typi-
al light-based techniques include different illumination methods
uch as phase contrast or differential interference contrast (DIC),
ive-cell or time-lapse imaging, fluorescence microscopy (FM), con-
ocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), multiphoton microscopy
nd, more recently, super-resolution microscopy. TEM can either
e used for visual ultrastructural investigation or form the basis for
ore advanced analyses or three-dimensional (3D) sample recon-

truction.
The combined application of LM and EM is particularly useful

hen the specimens of interest are large but ultrastructural infor-
ation is also needed. A good example here is the recent study of
hole sweat glands by (Wilke et al., 2008). Human axillary skin
iopsies were stained with fluorescent dyes during freeze substi-
ution and subsequently embedded in resin. An entire sweat gland
t the face of a resin block was then optically sectioned by CLSM
Fig. 3A). The resulting 3D dataset was used to identify regions of

able 3
verview of cell lines and tissues used for correlative microscopy studies (in alphabetic o

Cell lines Origin Organelles/processes studied 

B16F1 M Lamellipodia and filopodia formation 

Caco-2  H Detergent resistant membranes (DRM) 

Hela  H Transport carriers between the
trans-golgi network and peripheral
endosomes

Hela  H Nuclear envelope assembly,
autophagy, nuclear envelope,
lamellipodia and filopodia formation

Hela  H Nucleoplasmic transcription sites 

HUVEC H Exocytosis of Weibel–Palade bodies 

MTLn3  R Actin cytoskeleton 

NHDF  H Nuclear chromatin and DNA repair foci 

SW13  H Nuclear intermediate filaments
(vimentin)

Organ  Origin Details about structures studied 

Blood H Podosomes in
monocytes/macrophages

Brain  H Neurons 

Lung  H Asbestos bodies 

Muscle H Neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) 

Placenta H Full-term placenta 

Skin  H Melanosomes 

Skin  H Eccrine sweat gland 

: human, R: rat, M:  mouse, FM:  fluorescent microscopy, LM:  light microscopy, TEM: tr
tomic  force microscopy, EDXS: energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, ESI: electron spect
EFTEM]), SEM: scanning electron microscopy.
 they excel as
e inherently electron

Giepmans (2008),  Nisman et al. (2004)

interest, in the x, y and z directions, for ultrastructural investigation
by TEM, and these regions were prepared from the block by ultra-
microtomy. After immunolabelling and staining, the sections were
examined in the TEM (Fig. 3A). This application of correlative
microscopy revealed that axillary sweat glands are entwined with
each other, rather than existing isolation, supporting the novel
hypothesis that sweat glands may  form a complex organ-like struc-
ture. It is noteworthy that, because antigenicity is well-preserved,
the protocol developed by Wilke et al. (2008) allows the easy
immunodetection of proteins of interest and subsequent relocation
in TEM with hitherto unseen preservation of ultrastructure.

In a second skin-related study, researchers used correlative
microscopy to investigate the patterns of melanosome distribution
in human-skin melanocytes and keratinocytes (Vie et al., 2009).
LM was  used to locate cells of interest in semi-thin sections of
abdominal skin tissue and then TEM was  used for ultrastructural
analysis of melanosome distribution after different types of treat-
ment. The team found that UV radiation did not change the number

of malanosomes in epidermal cells, but altered the distribution of
the pigment granules in both cell types.

Correlative microscopy studies have also been performed on
human brain, muscle and placenta tissue (Blazquez-Llorca et al.,

rder).

Techniques used Key-references

LM,  FM and TEM Yang et al. (2007)
CLSM and TEM Jahn and Braet (2008)
CLSM and TEM Polishchuk et al. (2006)

LM/FM and TEM Haraguchi et al. (2008),
Kobayashi et al. (2010),
Volkova et al. (2011), Yang
et al. (2007)

FM and ESI Eskiw et al. (2008)
CLSM, TEM and SEM Valentijn et al. (2010)
CLSM and TEM Jahn et al. (2009)
FM and ESI Dellaire et al. (2009)
LM and TEM Kreplak et al. (2008)

Techniques used Key-references

AFM and FM Labernadie et al. (2010)

LM and TEM Blazquez-Llorca et al. (2010)
SEM, EDXS and soft
X-ray imaging

Pascolo et al. (2011)

CLSM and TEM Modla et al. (2010b)
FM and TEM Takizawa and Robinson (2003)
LM and TEM Vie et al. (2009)
CLSM and TEM Wilke et al. (2008)

ansmission electron microscopy, CLSM: confocal laser scanning microscopy, AFM:
roscopic imaging (also known as, energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy
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010; Modla et al., 2010b; Takizawa and Robinson, 2003). In these
ases, the light-optical techniques were used primarily to help
dentify and localise structures of interest for further ultrastructural
nvestigation with TEM. Another interesting correlative microscopy
tudy was performed not on human brain tissue but rather on neu-
ons in the brain of the zebra finch, a type of song bird (Oberti
t al., 2011). Several days after three differently coloured fluores-
ent tracers were injected into zebra finch brains, serial ultrathin
ections were prepared of the brain tissue and then imaged by using
M and TEM (Fig. 3B). Based on the ultrastructure and morphol-
gy observed under the TEM, the researchers were able to identify
ynapses in the tissue, while the differential fluorescence of the
abels was used to differentiate between two different types of
rojection neurons.

While tissue, due to its large microanatomical volume for exam-
nation, is generally an ideal sample for correlative microscopy,
ell lines, due to their ease of use and wide availability, are also
ery popular subjects for correlative microscopy. In an elegant
tudy, Yang et al. (2007) investigated actin-rich cell protrusions,
uch as lamellipodia and filopodia, by combining fluorescence
nd live-cell imaging with TEM. Contrary to the general belief
hat formin, an actin-nucleator protein, is responsible only for
undling of actin filaments into filopodia, they showed that formin
agged with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) is also impor-
ant for lamellipodia formation and therefore for cell migration.
he combination of time-lapse FM (Fig. 3C) and ultrastructural
nvestigation of actin by TEM revealed that filopodia in transfected

ouse melanoma cells developed from long lamellipodial-actin
laments that gradually bundled to form filopodia. Interestingly,
hen the actin cytoskeleton was investigated with TEM, Yang

t al. (2007) observed cytoskeleton-associated membrane domains
Fig. 3C). Cytoskeleton-associated detergent-resistant membrane
DRM) domains were also found in our own studies of breast
ancer (Jahn, 2009) and colorectal cancer cells (Jahn, 2008; Jahn
t al., 2010). Correlative microscopy is particularly useful in the
tudy of DRM domains because it allows the visualisation of the
embrane structures in their near-to-native environment at a

igher resolution than is possible by LM techniques, which must
ontend with the diffraction limit of light (Fig. 1C). Of course, cur-
ent developments in super-resolution microscopy are pushing
patial resolution beyond the diffraction limit, so that the combi-
ation of this technique with electron microscopy is likely to prove
xtremely powerful in the future, as we discuss in Section 5, when
ut into widespread practice.

Other cytoskeleton-related proteins that have been studied
ecently by correlative microscopy include intermediate filaments
uch as vimentin and lamin. For example, a human adrenal-
ortex-carcinoma-derived cell line (SW13) was transfected with

 construct of vimentin and GFP. DIC was used to locate nuclei of
nterest by their fluorescent signal and these were then studied by
EM (Kreplak et al., 2008). Here, the use of correlative microscopy
elped to investigate the role that intermediate filaments, such as

amins, play in the organisation of nuclear sub-compartments.

.2. Correlative microscopy studies that incorporate AFM, SEM,
nd other techniques

Although, as noted in Section 3.1,  the combination of LM tech-
iques with TEM tends to predominate in correlative microscopy
tudies of human and animal tissues, several recent studies have
ombined LM with other microscopy techniques such as atomic
orce microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or

ther advanced analytical techniques. For example, FM and AFM
ecently were combined to study the dynamics and stiffness of
odosomes in macrophages that were differentiated from mono-
ytes obtained from human blood donations (Labernadie et al.,
3 (2012) 565–582

2010). The overall actin distribution and the location of actin-rich
dots that represent podosomes were determined by staining of cells
for filamentous actin (F-actin) with fluorescently labelled phal-
loidin. Actin-rich podosome structures in fixed macrophages were
found to correspond to membrane bumps detected by AFM. Ulti-
mately, AFM of living macrophages allowed the study of podosomes
dynamics, their height and stiffness at nanometre resolution.

Elsewhere, a combination of CLSM and SEM allowed the inves-
tigation of exocytosis of Weibel–Palade bodies in human vascular
endothelial cells (HUVEC) (Valentijn et al., 2010). Specific to
endothelial cells, Weibel–Palade bodies secrete the von Wille-
brand Factor (VWF), which assembles into several millimetre-long
intracellular strings that, upon damage to vascular tissue, catch
blood platelets in order to close the wound. CLSM of fluorescently
labelled, VWF-containing dots showed that the structures of inter-
est were located on the outer surface of the cells. Correlative SEM
imaging revealed the ultrastructure of VWF  dots on the cell surface,
as well as a novel large membrane pore (secretory pod) through
which VWF  strings exit the cells. The findings obtained by using
correlative microscopy suggest a new mechanism by which the
biochemically active molecules might be directly secreted from
Weibel–Palade bodies. This secretory mechanism was unknown
before this recent application of correlative microscopy.

An even less-common correlative approach is the combination
of X-ray microscopy with chemical analysis of the same sample.
X-ray approaches allow the combination of morphological inves-
tigation of a specimen together with its chemical characterisation.
Optical and/or electron imaging techniques can be combined with
X-ray techniques such as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDXS, often just called EDS) to obtain additional information if
required. In a recent study, soft X-ray imaging and X-ray fluores-
cence (XRF) microscopy were combined and used to study asbestos
bodies in human lung tissue (Pascolo et al., 2011). Inhalation of
asbestos fibres leads to the development of mesothelioma, while
the composition of the asbestos fibres has been linked to their
toxicity. By using different modes of soft X-ray microscopy (phase-
contrast or absorption), Pascolo et al. (2011) localised asbestos
bodies in lung tissue (Fig. 3D). By using XRF mapping of the ele-
ments contained in the bodies, they were able to gain additional
information about the precise locations of elements in the asbestos
bodies. This approach also allowed the investigation of the role that
elements such as magnesium play in the tissue response to, and
toxicity of, asbestos fibres.

3.3. Improving biomedical correlative microscopy

Although many different correlative approaches have been
developed in the past, there remains plenty of room for continued
development of novel approaches, techniques and applications.
For example, an inverted SEM has been developed recently that
is capable of imaging samples at atmospheric pressure (so-called
ASEM) with a spatial resolution to 8 nm,  while allowing almost-
simultaneous visualisation of the same area by FM (Nishiyama
et al., 2010). Core to the technique are special Petri dishes that
contain a thin (30 nm)  SiN window at their centre. Cellular sam-
ples can be cultured in the dishes and then placed on the ASEM,
where the electron-transparent SiN film allows electrons through
the base of the dish to interact with the sample. Backscattered
electrons that pass back through the window are captured by an
annular detector that surrounds the electron beam. Conventional
FM is done from the top of the sample. As an example of what this
FM–ASEM approach can do, Nishiyama et al. (2010) labelled gly-

cans in the cell membrane of Cos7 cells with red fluorescent Qdots®

coupled to wheat-germ agglutinin and then applied yellow fluores-
cent Qdots® to the cells and observed their endocytosis by FM and
ASEM (Fig. 3E). The higher spatial resolution of the ASEM allowed
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lusters of the ingested Qdots® to be resolved as groups of individ-
al particles, which was  not possible by FM.

Qdot®-based labels have also been used to study membrane
rafficking in Hela cells by use of live-cell imaging (DIC) and FM
ollowed by TEM and electron tomography (ET) (van Weering
t al., 2010). Epidermal growth factor (EGF) was coupled to the
uantum dots via biotin–streptavidin interactions and then the
esearchers applied live-cell imaging to monitor label uptake by
he HeLa cells (Fig. 3F). By exploiting the fluorescence intrinsic to
dots®, the team was able to follow the organelle that had taken
p the EGF–Qdots® across different length scales using light optical
echniques, while the intrinsically electron-dense particles allowed
orrelative observation by TEM. Electron tomography was then
sed to model the organelle of interest in three dimensions.

A further exciting development for correlative microscopy is
igh-resolution tomography of relatively large biological struc-
ures, such as whole cells. Given the desire to achieve high spatial
esolutions on large samples, researchers necessarily have had
o exploit the nanometre-resolution and large field of view of
eld-emission SEM (FESEM). For example, Subramaniam and co-
orkers were able to visualise the organelles, membranes and

ther sub-cellular structures of whole cells in three dimensions,
t lateral resolutions of approximately 6 nm and a depth resolution
f about 20 nm,  with a technique they dubbed ‘ion-abrasion SEM’
r IA-SEM (Heymann et al., 2009). This demonstration of IA-SEM
as applied to fixed and stained cancer cells within a combined

ocussed ion beam (FIB)–FESEM instrument, where the ion beam
as used to sequentially abrade or ablate thin layers of material

rom the sample, allowing observation, with the electron beam, of
pecific structures associated with mitochondria and melanosomes
hroughout the cells. These electron micrographs were then recon-
tructed digitally to produce a 3D view of the sample, with the
ateral resolution determined by the electron beam and the depth
esolution by the thickness removed by the ion beam. Clearly,
his approach is the same as the ‘slice and view’ technique that
s used in materials science (Langford, 2006), in which again the
on beam is used to precisely remove extremely thin layers of

aterial over the area of interest, and the electron beam is used
o image the newly exposed surface after each FIB slice has been

ade. In a more recent paper, Subramaniam and colleagues com-
ined this technique with super-resolution optical microscopy and
onventional electron tomography to observe the 3D membrane
tructures responsible for the transfer of HIV virus particles from
endritic cells to T cells (Felts et al., 2010). Of course, a faster way
f achieving tomography within a FESEM, although at the expense
f some lateral resolution and considerable depth resolution, is the
se of serial ultramicrotomy of resin-mounted specimens (Denk
nd Horstmann, 2004; Rouquette et al., 2009). Here, the principle
s the same as the IA-SEM, except that a thin layer of the sur-
ace is removed by the use of a diamond knife rather than the
IB, which significantly expedites the process, allowing section-
ng through much deeper volumes. Another clear advantage over
he use of the FIB is that the knife can remove material over much
arger lateral areas, which makes the technique suitable for deter-

ining the 3D morphology of larger biological structures such as
eurons (Jurrus et al., 2009). Obviously, both of these approaches
re destructive, which does pose issues for application in true cor-
elative microscopy, but the power of these techniques is so great
hat further exploration is definitely warranted.

Other improvements relate to sample preparation and relo-
ation. To reduce the number of preparation steps involved in
orrelative microscopy, researchers often culture cells directly on

 substrate that can be taken across different platforms. Such sub-

trates can be TEM finder grids (Jahn, 2008; van Driel et al., 2009),
hich make relocation of the area of interest relatively simple,

r high-pressure freezing (HPF) substrates such as sapphire discs
3 (2012) 565–582 573

or ACLAR® films (Spiegelhalter et al., 2010). In their recent study,
Spiegelhalter et al. (2010) combined FM of GFP-tagged proteins of
interest with the high spatial resolution of TEM to study tubules that
formed in COS-1 cells upon changes in osmotic pressure (Fig. 3G).
The relocation marks used in their experiments were printed on
the ACLAR® copolymer films with a laser-microdissection micro-
scope. Besides their high compatibility with numerous biological
applications, such polymer films can be used for embedding and
HPF preparation for TEM, and can be FIB milled as another way  to
produce relocation markers (Guizetti et al., 2010; Jimenez et al.,
2006, 2010). Other researchers have created custom relocation
grids by applying a negative grid and then coating the substrate
with gold (Auinger and Small, 2008) or by using near-infrared laser
branding to create fiducial marks that are fluorescent and can be
photo-oxidised to generate contrast for TEM (Bishop et al., 2011).
Another common substrate for various combinations of correla-
tive microscopy is glass-bottomed dishes with finder-grid marks
(Hanson et al., 2010). Cells cultured on glass-bottomed dishes can
be imaged alive and then chemically fixed and embedded in resin
before sectioning for TEM (Hanson et al., 2010); however, ques-
tions remain as to whether the grid marks on the dish affect the
cells cultured on them. Additionally, even though glass-bottomed
dishes are ideal substrates for cell culture because of their ease of
use for LM and live-cell imaging, not all cells will grow on glass.
Instead, polymer substrates are more suitable for some cell lines.
One way  to combine the desirable physical and optical properties
of glass substrates with optimal surface properties for cell culture
is to coat the glass with quantifoil (Lucic et al., 2007) or formvar
(Auinger and Small, 2008; van Rijnsoever et al., 2008). Coated glass
provides a more cell-friendly substrate, and dislodging of cells from
the films allows subsequent sample preparation for TEM.

4. Correlative microscopy in plant biology

Over the past decade, correlative microscopy techniques have
been applied to a range of plant tissues, including leaves (Barton
et al., 2011, 2008; Pfeiffer et al., 2003), stems (Corredor et al.,
2009; Mullendore et al., 2010), reproductive organs such as anthers
that produce pollen (Gonzalez-Melendi et al., 2005), and roots
embedded in the soil matrix (Clode et al., 2009) (Fig. 4). These
correlative techniques have included LM or FM complemented
with conventional TEM or SEM, and have extended to more
specialised techniques such as in situ hybridisation (Schroeder-
Reiter et al., 2006), nanoscale secondary-ion mass spectroscopy
(NanoSIMS) (Corredor et al., 2009) and magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) (Mullendore et al., 2010). Despite this, when compared
with correlative studies of animal and mammalian systems, there
are relatively few plant studies that have employed correlative
microscopy, which is probably due, at least in part, to the diffi-
culty of preserving plant cells for immunofluorescence or electron
microscopy.

Plant cells are surrounded by a fibrous wall, composed pri-
marily of cellulose microfibrils, that confers mechanical strength
and 3D shape to each cell. It also protects the cells from dam-
age from the outside environment and, together with the waxy
cuticle, prevents fluid entry and loss from leaves and stems.
Thus plant cells, by their very nature, are difficult to preserve
for immunofluorescence studies or electron microscopy because
fixation solutions, such as glutaraldehyde and paraformaldehyde,
penetrate the cells more slowly than animal cells. This is com-
pounded by the large vacuoles of many plant cells, which, unless
plasmolysis (i.e., separation of the plasma membrane from the cell
wall) during fixation. Whole-mount immunolabelling is also more
problematic than in animal cells, as the antibodies need not only to
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Fig. 4. Examples of correlative imaging in plant biology. (A) Correlative CLSM and TEM of a pea leaf. A Z-stack of the leaf was collected with CLSM and a three-dimensional
image generated (right). Targeted vascular cells were identified in a single optical plane and are outlined in red. In the corresponding TEM image, the cells are again outlined
in  red and pores are visible between the phloem cell and its companion cell. [Modified with kind permission from Springer Science + Business Media: Protoplasma, Combined
use  of confocal laser scanning microscopy and transmission electron microscopy for visualisation of identical cells processed by cryotechniques. 222, 2003, 129–137, Pfeiffer,
S.,  Beese, M.,  Boettcher, M.,  Kawaschinski, K., Krupinska, K., Figure 3.] (B) LM and TEM of diploid (left) and haploid (right) cells within barley microspores. Haploid cells contain
nuclei  and vacuoles that are smaller and more regularly shaped than those in diploid cells. [Reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science + Business Media:
Planta,  Three dimensional confocal and electron microscopy imaging define the dynamics and mechanisms of diploidisation at early stages of barley microspore-derived
embryogenesis, 222, 2005, 47–57, Gonzalez-Melendi, P., Ramirez, C., Testillano, P.S., Kumlehn, J., Risueno, M.C., Figure 6a–c. (C) Cross-sections of squash stems imaged with
MRI  (left) and SEM (right). The shape and size of the cells was  comparable between the two different microscopy techniques. [Reproduced from Mullendore, D.L., Windt, C.W.,
Van  As, H., Knoblauch, M.,  2010. Sieve tube geometry in relation to phloem flow. Plant Cell 22, 579–593. www.plantcell.org. Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists.]
(D)  In situ hybridisation of Oziroë biflora root chromosomes imaged with FM (top image) and FESEM (middle and lower images). The chromosome of interest is boxed in
the  fluorescence image, and green fluorescence of the FluoroNanogold probe is localised at the left-hand end. In the secondary-electron (SE) FESEM image (middle) the
morphology of the chromosome is apparent and in the backscattered-electron (BSE) image (bottom) the Nanogold particles are visible as white dots on the end to the left.
[Reproduced with kind permission from Springer Science + Business Media: Chromosoma, Characterisation of a peg-like terminal NOR structure with light microscopy and
high-resolution scanning electron microscopy, 115, 2006, 50–59,Schroeder-Reiter, E., Houben, A., Grau, J., Wanner, G., Figure 4e, f, g.] (E) Correlative TEM and NanoSIMS
imaging of the rhizosphere (rh) around a wheat root. The rhizosphere has been treated with a 15N solution. In the TEM image (left) are a wheat root cell (c), the extracellular
mucilage matrix (e) and micro-organisms (black dots). NanoSIMS imaging (centre) of these cells by using 12C:14N and a NanoSIMS ratio image (right) shows micro-organisms
e , D.L.,
n ry. Pla
o end, th

p
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nriched in 15N (multicoloured). [Reproduced from Clode, P.L., Kilburn, M.R., Jones
utrient uptake in the rhizosphere using nanoscale secondary ion mass spectromet
f  Plant Biologists.]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure leg

enetrate through the plasma membrane but also the cell wall,
 process that requires the use of enzymes or freeze-shattering
echniques (Barton and Overall, 2010; Wasteneys et al., 1997) that

an be variable in outcome, while causing considerable mechanical
isruption to the cells and their contents. Ideally, HPF and freeze-
ubstitution techniques are required for preserving plant cells for
EM (Staehelin and Kang, 2008), but there are still problems with
 Stockdale, E.A., Cliff, J.B., Herrmann, A.M., Murphy, D.V., 2009. In situ mapping of
nt Physiology 151, 1751–1757. www.plantphysiol.org. Copyright American Society
e reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

infiltrating resin into the cells. Nevertheless, despite these diffi-
culties, it is possible to develop techniques to preserve and label
structures of interest within plant cells. As these techniques are

often highly optimised for one type of microscopy, the challenge
lies in altering the techniques to image the specimen with a sec-
ond type of microscopy while maintaining good ultrastructural
preservation.

http://www.plantcell.org/
http://www.plantphysiol.org/
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.1. When is plant correlative microscopy correlative?

As already noted (Section 2), it is possible to combine infor-
ation from two different plant samples, each prepared by using

ighly optimised techniques and imaged with either optical or elec-
ron microscopy. This is combined microscopy – not correlative

icroscopy – but it can still provide useful insights. For example,
estillano et al. (2005) employed a ‘correlative confocal and elec-
ron microscopy approach’ to image nuclear subdomains during
evelopment of pollen grains (microspores) in rapeseed (Brassica
apus) and capsicum (Capsicum annum). Under conditions of stress,
hese microspore nuclei initiate a process of proliferation that can
ead to the formation of new embryos. Testillano et al. (2005) inves-
igated how specific subdomains within these nuclei – such as
egions of condensed chromatin, nucleoli and Cajal bodies – change
uring proliferation. They fluorescently tagged the nuclear subdo-
ains in one specimen, imaged these with confocal microscopy,

nd then compared their fluorescence patterns with the ultrastruc-
ure of the subdomains of a second sample imaged with TEM. In
oing so, they were able to show that, during the proliferation
rocess, nuclear subdomains rearrange and alter their functional
tates, and so they suggest that there is another nuclear domain
esponsible for reprogramming the cells during proliferation. In a
ore direct study, El-Kasmi et al. (2011) imaged different pollen

ells from the same Arabidopsis mutant anther with CLSM and
EM to investigate the localisation of their protein of interest, the
yntaxin SYP124. The anther was preserved by HPF and freeze sub-
titution, and then semi-thin and ultrathin sections were cut by
sing cryo-ultramicrotomy. Immunofluorescence against yellow
uorescent protein (YFP) fused to the SYP124 in the semi-thin sec-
ions showed that the protein was located in endomembrane-like
tructures. By using immunogold labelling and TEM of the ultrathin
ections, the team confirmed that these structures were endo-
lasmic reticulum (ER). Interestingly, in wild-type pollen, SYP124

ocalised to the plasma membrane rather than the ER, suggesting
hat the membrane-secretory pathway was compromised in the

utant pollen.
The term correlative microscopy can be confusing to a field in

hich correlative imaging is not commonly used. For example,
thers have made use of ‘correlative microscopy’ to investigate
ylan distributions in the cell walls of maize (Zea mays) (Brunecky
t al., 2009) or ‘correlative imaging’ of plasmodesmatal forma-
ion in the basal cell walls of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) leaf
richomes (Faulkner et al., 2008). However, these were not intrinsi-
ally correlative microscopy studies; rather, separate samples were
repared for and then imaged with either confocal microscopy
r SEM. If correlative microscopy had been performed, then for
xample, Faulkner et al. (2008) could have answered an inter-
sting question: namely, where the Tobacco mosaic virus protein,
agged with GFP, localises within plasmodesmata. Plasmodes-

ata are the nanoscale channels that link neighbouring plant
ells across the cell wall. They often contain a tube of ER, and
mall cytoplasmic molecules are known to move between neigh-
ouring cells in the confined space between this tube and the
lasma membrane. The Tobacco mosaic virus movement protein

s thought to be an integral membrane protein that is embed-
ed in the ER membrane of infected cells, including that within
lasmodesmata (Guenoune-Gelbart et al., 2008). Had they corre-

ated the position of the GFP-tagged movement-protein with the
osition of plasmodesmatal ultrastructures imaged with FESEM,
aulkner et al. (2008) could have revealed the morphology and
elative position of the ER within complex plasmodesmatal pit

elds. A genuinely correlative approach might also have divulged
hether plasmodesmatal morphology is altered by the presence

f this protein that aids virus movement throughout an infected
lant.
3 (2012) 565–582 575

4.2. Correlative microscopy of plant cells by using TEM

As plant cells are typically large 3D structures, it can be par-
ticularly challenging to find structures of interest within ultrathin
sections using TEM. Consequently, several research groups have
employed correlative microscopy to help locate their structures of
interest with TEM. First, they scan through semi-thin sections of
their samples and locate cells of interest with LM,  then relocate and
image these same cells with TEM. For example, Modla et al. (2010a)
labelled plasmodesmata with YFP to mark the position of these
intercellular channels in Arabidopsis hypocotyl (i.e., the germinat-
ing stem) cell walls under CLSM. After fixation and cryo-sectioning,
YFP fluorescence was  still visible in thick sections of cortical cells
and they targeted a cross wall, rich in plasmodesmata, for fur-
ther analysis with TEM. The thick section was postfixed, embedded
in resin and serial ultrathin sections were collected. The cell was
rapidly identified with TEM, after which Modla et al. (2010a) were
able to show that the position of the plasmodesmata in the wall was
comparable in both microscopy images and so suggest that this is a
good method for targeting structures within cells with both CLSM
and TEM. Recently, Lee et al. (2011) exploited this correlative tech-
nique to show that the plasmodesmata-located protein 5 (PDLP5)
tagged with GFP is located within plasmodesmata and could play a
role in regulating the movement of molecules from cell to cell (Lee
et al., 2011).

Gonzalez-Melendi et al. (2005) employed a similar technique
as part of an investigation into the mechanism of diploidisation
during stress-induced embryogenesis of barley (Hordeum vulgare)
microspores. Haploid and diploid cells were identified in semi-
thin sections of the microspores with LM (Fig. 4B). The sections
were then re-embedded in resin and ultrathin sections of the
same cells were cut and examined with TEM. Differences in cel-
lular morphology, such as the dimensions of nuclei and vacuoles,
were investigated between the haploid and diploid cells that they
had previously identified. Ultimately, they were able to show that
diploidisation during embryogenesis is due to the fusion of nuclei
within the microspore cells. Corredor et al. (2009) also correlated
LM and TEM data to investigate whether extraneous carbon-coated
iron nanoparticles were able to enter and move through pump-
kin (Curcubita pepo) plants. They targeted the nanoparticles as
a potential means for delivering substances into plants to mit-
igate the effects of pathogen or disease. Pumpkin plants were
chosen due to the large size of their vascular cells, which could
be effective in transporting the nanoparticles around plants. The
nanoparticles were then either injected into the pith cavity of peti-
oles or deposited onto their surface. Stem tissue was collected
after set periods of time, fixed and prepared for light and electron
microscopy. They used LM first to screen sections of the pump-
kin stems and locate nanoparticle concentrations in epidermal,
trichome or parenchyma cells or in xylem vessels. They then tar-
geted these cells for high-resolution TEM imaging and found that
the nanoparticles that had been injected into the pith cavity were
more likely to penetrate individual cells and move throughout the
plants than those administered to the outer petiole surface only.

Cells of interest can be embedded deep within a plant organ.
For example, phloem and its companion cells are small, delicate
cells that can be difficult to distinguish from surrounding vascu-
lar parenchyma cells. Pfeiffer et al. (2003) devised an ingenious
correlative-imaging processing technique to target phloem and its
associated companion cells within pea (Pisum sativum) and barley
leaves (Fig. 4A). First they preserved the cells by using HPF fol-
lowed by freeze substitution in acetone, which contained 0.01%

Safranin O as a fixative and staining agent. After resin infiltration
and polymerisation of the samples, they placed the blocks within a
specimen holder specially designed for both CLSM and ultramicro-
tomy. Each block was  ‘presectioned’ to expose the leaf tissue and
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Fig. 5. Correlative CLSM and FESEM of an interphase microtubule array in a leaf
epidermal cell from T. virginiana.  (A) CLSM image of the array immunolabelled with
a  FluoroNanogold secondary antibody. (B) The same cell imaged with FESEM. The
position of the nucleus in (A) corresponds to that in (B), as does a crack in the wall
(white line) made during specimen preparation. The region of tonoplast extraction
(e)  (boxed) corresponds to the boxed region in (A). (C) At higher magnification, indi-
vidual microtubules were resolved with FESEM (black arrowheads). (D) The position
of  every microtubule in the region of extraction in (B) was captured with FESEM
then traced digitally and positioned above the corresponding region of the fluo-
rescence image. In general, the position of the microtubules corresponds well to
their fluorescence. However, while some individual microtubules are distinguish-
able as fluorescent lines (black arrows), others are not (white arrows). The boxed
region and arrowheads within corresponds to the region in (C). [Reproduced from
Barton, D.A., Vantard, M.,  Overall, R.L. (2008). Analysis of cortical arrays from Trades-
76 K.A. Jahn et al. / Mi

hen imaged with CLSM. A series of 1mm-thick optical sections was
aken through the leaf and then a 3D image stack was created. Once
hey had identified cells of interest in the 3D stack, they were able to
inpoint their exact positions within the x-, y- and z-planes. Ultra-
hin sections were collected at the correct z-plane and the targeted
hloem and companion cells imaged with TEM (Fig. 4A). In this way,
feiffer et al. (2003) were able to show that the ultrastructure and
ntigenicity of the cells were well-preserved using this technique,
aking it applicable to studies investigating the morphology of leaf

ascular cells in greater detail.
Another notable correlative TEM study is that by Clode et al.

2009) who used correlative TEM and NanoSIMS imaging to inves-
igate the nitrogen content of microbes in the soil around wheat
Triticum aestivum) roots (Fig. 4E). First they grew wheat plants in
mall microcosms partially filled with soil. To assess the amount
f nitrogen uptake by microbes, they injected a 15N-tracer solu-
ion into the soil. After 24 h, small sections of the microcosm

including roots, microbes and soil – were removed and fixed
ith glutaraldehyde. They were then dehydrated, infiltrated with

esin and sectioned. NanoSIMS identified localised nitrogen (15N)
otspots in soil around the roots; these were identified as microbes

rom TEM images (Fig. 4E). Variation in nitrogen uptake by differ-
nt micro-organisms in the soil around roots was documented in a
anoSIMS ratio image of the 15N to 14N isotopes.

In a more recent study, we have used correlative confocal
icroscopy and TEM to demonstrate that the ER within plasmod-

smata is a conduit for the rapid movement of small fluorescent
articles between the ER networks of neighbouring tobacco leaf
ells (Barton et al., 2011). This has been a topic of some conjec-
ure over the decades, with the general consensus being that the
R in plasmodesmata is too tightly constricted to allow movement
f molecules from the lumen of one cell into that of a neigh-
our. To demonstrate that this does in fact occur, we microinjected
mall fluorescent dextrans directly into the ER lumen of a leaf tri-
home cell and observed that they moved into the nuclei and what
ppeared to be cortical ER strands in neighbouring cells. However,
he fluorescence was too weak for us to confidently resolve the
R structures with CLSM. So, to confirm that the fluorescent dex-
rans were present in the ER and nuclear envelope of neighbouring
ells, we preserved the cells, embedded them in resin, sectioned
hem and used immunogold labelling against the fluorescent tag
o reveal the presence of the dextrans within these compartments.
hus, we were able to show that not only do plant cells transport
ytoplasmic molecules from cell-to-cell, but that molecules in the
R lumen can move into their neighbours. We  suggest that the ER
umen could be a rapid signalling conduit for plants.

.3. Correlative microscopy of plant cells by using SEM

SEM has also been used in correlative studies of plant tissues, for
xample, in combination with LM of squirting cucumber (Ecballium
laterium) leaf trichomes (Christodoulakis et al., 2011) or a Virginia
piderwort (Tradescantia virginiana)  leaf epidermal cell undergo-
ng mitosis, in which chromosomes and microtubule-like filaments
re apparent (Barton et al., 2009). As part of a broader study to
lucidate how sieve-plate morphology affects transport through
hloem cells of a plant, Mullendore et al. (2010) performed SEM
nd MRI  velocimetry on sections of green bean (Phaseolus vulgaris)
nd squash (Cucurbita maxima) stems (Fig. 4C). MRI  velocimetry
llowed them to measure sap flow through phloem vessels prior
o SEM imaging. To show that phloem cellular morphology was
ot affected by enzymatic and drying processes during specimen

reparation for SEM, they compared the shape of the dried cells
ith the MRI  image. No visible change in cellular anatomy was

bserved. This was an important point as they performed exten-
ive calculations on other phloem cells imaged with SEM, and so
cantia virginiana at high resolution reveals discrete microtubule subpopulations
and  demonstrates that confocal images of arrays can be misleading. Plant Cell, 20,
982–994. www.plantcell.org. Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists.].

it was critical that the cells maintained their structure during the
SEM preparation.

In another study, Schroeder-Reiter et al. (2006) incorporated
in situ hybridisation in their correlative FESEM study of Oziroë
biflora root chromosomes (Fig. 4D). One chromosome pair of this
species is unusual in that, at metaphase, it has a peg-like struc-
ture protruding from one end. This structure is long at early
metaphase, but condenses to be squat on the end of the chromo-
some by late metaphase (Fig. 4D). Schroeder-Reiter et al. (2006)
were interested to see if this structure could be a nucleolus-
organising region, which, along with nucleolus-organising-region
proteins, forms the nucleolus in cells at interphase. In situ hybridi-
sation of 45S rDNA is typically used to locate nucleolus-organising
regions of chromosomes, so they optimised a method to visu-
alise this probe on chromosomes with FM and FESEM. They
hybridised the chromosomes with the 45S rDNA probe and then
incubated them with FluoroNanogold-streptavidin. The Fluoro-
Nanogold probe comprises a fluorescence tag and a 1.4 nm gold
nanoparticle, allowing the localisation of the 45S rDNA to be imaged
first with FM then with FESEM. Thus, they were then able to show

that the peg-like structures on the chromosomes were indeed
nucleolus-organising regions.

We have previously employed correlative CLSM and FESEM to
probe the nature of cortical microtubule arrays within the leaf

http://www.plantcell.org/
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Fig. 6. Diagram depicting the correlative microscopy approach of combining 5-D
(X,  Y, Z, t [time] and T [temperature]) multiphoton live-cell imaging (yellow) with
4-D (X, Y, Z and t) super-resolution microscopy (green) and 3-D (X, Y and Z) electron
microscopy (blue). Accurate heating or cooling of samples to biologically significant
temperatures (T), via the use of a high-precision temperature-control stage, can add
an  additional dimension to correlative microscopy. Relevant examples to the fields
are: cold-induced microtubule depolymerisation; arrested intra-, inter- or trans-
cellular transport; and heat-induced stress effects for studies mimicking drought, or
for cell survival and/or ageing studies. It is now just a matter of time to see a boom in
‘correlative super-resolution microscopy’ papers, as denoted by the question mark.
K.A. Jahn et al. / Mi

pidermal cells of T. virginiana (Barton et al., 2009; Barton et al.,
008) (Fig. 5). At interphase in plant cells, microtubules lie adjacent
o the plasma membrane where they help to direct the formation
f cellulose microfibrils within the cell wall. We  indirectly tagged
icrotubules of a leaf epidermal cell with a FluoroNanogold sec-

ndary antibody and then imaged the cell with CLSM to highlight
he large-scale orientation of the microtubule array (Fig. 5A). How-
ver, as individual microtubules are smaller than the resolution
imits of optical microscopy by an order of 10, it was  not possible
o image every microtubule within the complex array with CLSM,
nd so we imaged the same array with FESEM to resolve individual
icrotubules (Fig. 5B and C). The positions of these microtubules
ere traced digitally and then superimposed over the fluores-

ence image (Fig. 5D). Interestingly, and as predicted by Williamson
1991),  the position of individual microtubules within the array
as not accurately represented in the CLSM image, with single
icrotubules sometimes obscured by the bright fluorescence of

eighbouring bundles, or simply not detected at all. This highlights
he importance of performing correlative microscopy in studies of
lant cell biology.

. Where to from here?

As we recently concluded when compiling a dedicated journal
ssue about ‘Correlative Microscopy’, the developments in this field
re far from finished (Braet and Geerts, 2009), as is evident from
he developments of the past decade (Braet, 2007; Hanein, 2011;

ironov, 2009; Plitzko, 2009; Razi and Tooze, 2009; Sartori et al.,
007; van Rijnsoever et al., 2008). Likewise, consider some of the

atest methodological advances that have appeared during the last
2 months. There have been advances in cross-correlative obser-
ations through the use of ‘arrays of ultrathin serial sections’ that
re stained with fluorescent antibodies and then imaged with light
nd electron microscopy (Oberti, 2011). Another innovation is a
ethod for ‘direct correlative mapping’ of fluorescently stained
olecules within TEM tomograms by using correlation-fiducials

Kukulski et al., 2011), or the combination of FM imaging of sample
rom above with SEM imaging from below (ASEM) (Nishiyama et al.,
010). For specimen preparation, the new VIS2FIX method allows
igh-speed fixation for correlative immuno-electron microscopy,
educing the typical sample preparation to just one working day,
nstead of over a week (Karreman et al., 2011). Other researchers
ave employed focussed ion beam (FIB) milling to thin down cells

or cryo-TEM, after identifying regions of interest within large cel-
ular volumes by cryo-FM (Rigort et al., 2010). Then there are new
elocation tools and methods, such as a simple approach for fabri-
ating micro-patterned cell-culture substrates by laser-dissection
echnology (Spiegelhalter, 2010). Alternatively, there is a low-cost
ryogenic sample stage for CLEM studies (Carlson and Evans, 2011),
r the commercially available ‘shuttle & find’ solution that enables
he fast transfer and automated relocation of samples between the
ight microscope and SEM (Oberti et al., 2010).

Clearly, there has been no shortage of recent advances in
he technology and implementation of correlative microscopy
echniques and we can expect these innovations to continue.

e expect that important future developments will arise from
ombining details from optical-based super-resolution technol-
gy with those from electron microscopy (Perinetti et al., 2009).
onsidering that super-resolution microscopes achieve dynamic
easurements with a lateral resolution of at least 60–80 nm

Galbraith and Galbraith, 2011; Schermelleh et al., 2010), and

ven down to 25–30 nm (Chi, 2009; Leutenegger et al., 2010),
epending on the optical super-resolution technique used, these
pproaches can provide a unique molecular-scale understanding
f the functions of biological machinery when combined with
(For  interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web  version of this article.)

the ultrahigh-resolution details provided by electron microscopy
(Fig. 6). For example, Watanabe et al. (2011) recently correlated
super-resolution fluorescence ‘nanoscopy’ with subsequent elec-
tron microscopy to precisely locate specific proteins in a model
organism. A correlative approach that involves super-resolution
microscopy could be particularly useful in the plant sciences as
well. Bell and Oparka (2011),  for example, have proposed corre-
lating super-resolution imaging of plasmodesmatal proteins with
TEM to localise the position of the proteins within the channels
and reveal their function. Similarly, super-resolution imaging of
the cortical cytoplasm combined with either TEM or FESEM has the
potential to reveal the nature of the interactions between micro-
tubules and actin microfilaments that lie adjacent to the plasma
membrane, as well as their association with cellulose-synthase
complexes that produce cellulose microfibrils.

Another area to watch will be the ongoing developments in the
design of new ‘smart’ combinatorial probes that yield stable signals
at high spatial resolutions, as described in recent themed reviews
(Fernández-Suárez and Ting, 2008; Giepmans, 2008; Giepmans
et al., 2006; Lin and Wang, 2008; Su et al., 2010). For example,
(Shu et al., 2011) recently reported a fluorescent flavoprotein engi-
neered from Arabidopsis phototropin-2 that generates sufficient
singlet oxygen to locally catalyse the polymerisation of DAB into
an osmiophilic product that is resolvable by electron microscopy.
The team also demonstrated that, when fused to well-characterised
proteins, this “mini Singlet Oxygen Generator (miniSOG)” localise
correctly in a variety of biological materials over different length
scales. The main strength of this new genetically encoded tag for
CLEM studies is that it withstands aldehyde fixation, without the
need for exogenous ligands, probes, or destructive permeabilising
detergents. Finally, keep an eye on developments in standardised
and semi-automated, or even fully automated, methods for sample
preparation – including in situ methods for sample manipulation
– to produce accurate, artefact-free and reproducible correla-
tive microscopy data (Brown et al., 2009; Hekking et al., 2009;
McDonald, 2009; Mironov and Beznoussenko, 2009).

The rest of this section outlines: (1) the lessons learned from
considering the applications of correlative microscopy in animal
and plant biology; (2) where we  believe correlative microscopy

should be heading in the future; and (3) the emerging trend to
integrative microscopy as the future, but perhaps not the end, of
correlative microscopy.
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.1. Correlative microscopy as applied to the biomedical and
lant sciences: what lessons can we learn from this comparison?

As is evident from Sections 3 and 4, the practice of correla-
ive microscopy in the human, animal and plant biology fields
ncludes similarities and differences, both of which can inform how

e apply correlative microscopy in the future and serve to high-
ight challenges that remain for these fields. Obviously, the fields
till face challenges associated with sample preparation for cor-
elative microscopy, especially around generality of preparation
rotocols. Although the key sample-manipulation steps for cor-
elative methods are essentially the same for both worlds, often
he fixation, permeabilisation and tagging steps cannot be directly
ranslated from animal to plant material and vice versa. Frequently,
he process requires substantial revision, if not complete reinven-
ion, before correlative microscopy can be successfully translated.
or example, it is well known that differences in the osmotic pres-
ures in cells, cell-wall compositions, and the biochemical nature of
ellular inclusions are key reasons why chemical- or cryo-fixation
rotocols, permeabilisation, and labelling approaches have to be
arefully adapted for plants. Furthermore, there are issues, too,
hen it comes to the availability of antibodies, fluorescent probes

nd proteins to label plant material: many more commercial labels
re available for ‘correlative’ labelling of animal and human sam-
les than there are for plants.

Another commonly recurring observation is that plant biologists
on’t generally work on cultured cells, largely because cultured
lant cells do not behave like cells in plant tissues when they
re removed from their surrounding environment. In contrast, cell
ines are routinely used in biological and biomedical investigations,
ecause they have generally been shown to maintain the same or
imilar structure–function relationships as when they are a part of

 micro-anatomical unit and/or an entire organ. Thus, correlative
icroscopy studies that are done on plants tend to look at cells in

he context of them being part of an entire plant system, rather
han just as single cells, even when the microscopy is directed at

olecular-level detail. Conversely, correlative imaging approaches
n biomedical research often focus primarily on functional struc-
ures and supramolecular processes within cell-culture models or
rganoid-type tissue cultures. Of course, this trend is probably also
ue, at least in part, to the ethical issues around working with
uman tissues and animal models, which make it far much easier
o work with cell lines.

In some ways, the biomedical studies summarised in Table 3
xemplify the challenges in sample preparation and the differences
n experimental cell models as discussed above. Although it was
traightforward to tabulate relevant correlative microscopy exam-
les that have covered animal and human anatomy from the past 5
ears, dedicated plant ‘correlative microscopy’ communications are
imited. The papers we highlighted in Section 4, therefore, should
e seen as pioneers in plant correlative microscopy. These works
re the result of persistence, as the authors applied their knowl-
dge of ultrastructural preparation of plant samples and thereby
xtended our fundamental understanding of how to apply correla-
ive microscopy to plants and of the scientific value it provides.

.2. Correlative microscopy comes of age? Moving beyond simply
maging

The recent correlative studies discussed in Sections 3 and 4, and
he technical innovations outlined above, give a sense of a method-
logy that has become quite sophisticated. In view of this and the

rief history of development that was presented in Section 2, one
ight be inclined to say that correlative microscopy has finally

rown up and become an analytical tool. Yet, to allow this now-
ature technique to live up to its full potential, we must cease to
3 (2012) 565–582

view correlative microscopy, as is sometimes done, as a fashionable
and innovative approach to microscopy, and rather simply treat it
another method in the characterisation arsenal, a method that will
be used when the science demands it. This altered perspective will
reduce the tendency for the method to be used primarily as a nov-
elty or a means to differentiate one study from the next, which
elevates the implementation of the technique to an end in itself.
Instead, we  can focus to how this versatile approach can be used
to answer many of the challenging questions of biology, questions
that cannot be addressed by single microscopy techniques alone.
Indeed, to answer these conundrums, we  often will need to stretch
the ‘correlation’ to encompass proteomics and genomics informa-
tion from molecular-biology techniques, and other cell-analysis
tools that can add to our depth of insight.

Nevertheless, we  believe there is still a world of rich biolog-
ical understanding to be gained from sophisticated correlative
microscopy, simply by ceasing to do correlative ‘imaging’ only
and starting to exploit the full range of quantitative information
that can be obtained. Indeed, Sarkar et al. (2009) have proposed
that multi-modal, multi-scale correlative approaches, encompass-
ing multiple microscopy techniques and combining information
from biochemistry, genetics, molecular chemistry and microscopy,
are needed to gain a true understanding of the cell walls in plants.
This approach could also be applied to explore the nature of the cor-
tical cytoplasm and the interaction of cytoskeletal filaments that
lie within it (Barton et al., 2009), the structure and function of
plasmodesmata (Bell and Oparka, 2011), and the nature of virus
infections in plants (Tilsner and Oparka, 2010). The same could be
said for understanding the exact and complete molecular consti-
tution and construction of the cell membranes and organelles in
animal cells.

Of course, our emphasis on the need for quantitative approaches
is not to say that all of the recent applications of correla-
tive microscopy are restricted only to imaging, but most are;
and so the opportunities for moving beyond imaging are sig-
nificant. Most obviously, the application of image analysis to
images or tomograms generated from correlative studies could,
for example, provide much-needed details on the volumetric sub-
cellular architecture, the structure–function inter-relationship of
organelles, and hitherto unseen molecular-signalling pathways.
In another example, FM could be combined with scanning probe
microscopy in which the probe has been functionalised with
specific biomolecules to allow the dynamic mapping of target
proteins or functional groups on cellular membranes, enabling
quantification of supramolecular complexes at high sensitivity.
While similar information may be obtained by simply fluorescently
labelling the surface groups of interest and using other microscopy
approaches, here the functionalised tip could be used to quanti-
tatively map  the forces of biological interactions at the cellular
surface at high spatial resolution. Therefore, sophisticated ‘scan-
ning probe’ approaches can open up an entirely new world in
multi-dimensional correlative cell ‘nanoscopy’. Likewise, there is
tremendous power in the capabilities for elemental analysis in elec-
tron microscopy – energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) or
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) – particularly if used for
energy-filtered imaging and/or elemental or spectroscopic map-
ping. The synchrotron-based study of asbestos-fibre localisation
in lung tissue by Pascolo et al. (2011;  see Section 3.2) gives a
sense of what can be done in biomedical arenas, while the cor-
relative TEM–NanoSIMS study by Clode et al. (2009) illustrates
the power of elemental and isotopic mapping in the plant sci-
ences.
The following hypothetical case studies are designed to show-
case the possibilities when one ‘thinks big’ about what quantitative
correlative microscopy could achieve in the context of biomedical
and plant-science.
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Case study one: biological effects of nanoparticle-based sun-
creens. Some sunscreen (or ‘sun cream’ or ‘sunblock’) is now being
ormulated with metal-oxide nanoparticles to produce a transpar-
nt product, in contrast to traditional creams or lotions that are
ade with micrometre-sized particles of these materials, which

ncrease the opacity of the product. Despite the improved aesthetic
f such nanoparticle-based sunscreens, questions remain about the
recise cellular and physiological effects of these extremely small
articles. Imagine, therefore, a medical scientist who, by using
ime-lapse in vivo animal imaging, is able to investigate skin tis-
ue in nude mice that express different fluorescent proteins coding
or keratins and collagen. A correlative morphometric approach
ould be extremely powerful in addressing the exact effects of

hese nanoparticles. It would permit the researcher to directly fol-
ow the dynamic behaviour of tissues and cells exposed to this new
ream formulation, compared with more-traditional creams and an
ntreated control, as well as allowing the quantification of the dif-
erent proteins by their different emission spectra. Further detail
ould be obtained by using second-harmonic imaging to detect
he overall structural organisation of the extracellular matrix, due
o its partial crystallinity. Knowing that melanin—the skin pig-

ent that gives skin colour and protect us from damaging solar
adiation—auto-fluoresces, the scientist might also track melanin.
t the end of the animal experimentation, the researcher could
btain skin tissue from the various treated and control regions by
se of a biopsy gun and then immediately freeze these samples
y HPF (see Fig. 2). This would allow subsequent correlative-
icroscopy labelling studies under optimal conditions. By applying

D scanning TEM (STEM) tomographic correlative imaging to the
ame area as already studied by FM,  the researcher could localise
he proteins of interest through antibodies tagged with different-
ized gold particles. Furthermore, the use of EDXS or EELS mapping
ould provide unprecedented insights about the (bio)chemical

onstituents within the epidermal cells. Of course, any metal-based
anoparticles absorbed into the tissues will themselves produce
haracteristic X-rays (or characteristic energy losses) during their
nteractions with the electron beam, thereby allowing the eluci-
ation of the distribution, chemical composition and (unintended)
ubcellular targets of the nanoparticles. Although complicated, this
dealised correlative microscopy experiment would deliver to the
cientist not just a range of quantitative data on the dynamic struc-
ural and functional behaviour of the cells but also new insights on
he biocompability, pharmaceutical biodistribution and end desti-
ation of the new sunscreen formulation and its derivatives.

Case-study two: seeing transport between cells in plants.
lant cells are interconnected across their intervening cell wall by
o-axial nanotubes, the plasmodesmata. The outer tube is delimited
y the cell membrane and in the inner one is a tube of endoplas-
ic  reticulum. Plant scientists know almost nothing about how

ransport through these channels takes place: for example, are all
unctional simultaneously and is transport in each channel bidi-
ectional? Is transport by simple diffusion or do changes in the
imensions of the channels, controlled by the cytoskeleton, gener-
te transport by some form of mini peristaltic pump? Imagine the
xcitement of a plant biologist who can see transport between cells
n action through the use of quantitative correlative microscopy.
he plant biologist might start by micro-injecting fluorescent trac-
rs immediately adjacent to fluorescently-tagged plasmodesmata
ithin one cell while using simultaneous high-speed FM to observe

 small region of interest at the entrance of plasmodesmata on the
ther side of the adjoining wall. This would allow identification
f which plasmodesmata transport the tracer and, with sufficient

peed of imaging, might reveal if there was a peristaltic process
nvolved in the delivery of the dye. The plant biologist could then
pply rapid, on-stage freezing to trap this dynamic process at the
ritical moment. Immunolabelling of specific peptide tags on the
3 (2012) 565–582 579

fluorescent tracers and then preparation for TEM would reveal
details of the nanoscale spatial distribution of injected dyes in rela-
tion to plasmodesmatal structure and distribution. For instance, it
might be that dye concentrations exiting the plasmodesmata will
be highest near to plasmodesmata that have an ‘open structure’.
Alternatively, micro-injection of electron-dense tracers, such as
heavy metals, might facilitate the imaging of the tracer as it moves
through plasmodesmata, if not at the confocal level, after prepa-
ration for TEM. Such correlative approaches could be adapted to
uncover a variety of transport processes in plants at high spatial
resolutions.

Though these ideas have only explored a fraction of the tech-
nique’s potential, we hope they will spark some new directions for
researchers; we certainly will be exploring what can be achieved
through these kinds of quantitative approaches.

5.3. Integrated microscopy

In recent years, researchers and instrument manufacturers have
begun trying to further streamline correlative microscopy by elimi-
nating the need to move between instruments to obtain correlative
images. This can be done by integrating two  or more ‘beamlines’
or imaging techniques within one microscopy platform, in an
approach termed ‘integrated microscopy’. From the bulk of cur-
rent correlative microscopy, the most obvious integrated approach
is one in which laser-based optical microscopy and electron-beam
imaging are combined in a single instrument (Agronskaia et al.,
2008). A recent study, for example, used this integrated laser and
electron microscopy (ILEM) approach to study nuclear structures
in apoptotic cells (Karreman et al., 2009). Human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC) were treated with UV radiation to induce
DNA damage, leading to apoptosis of the cells. The optical-imaging
mode was used to identify fluorescent markers of apoptosis and
then the cells of interest were characterised in detail in the TEM
mode. In this way, the time-consuming relocation of the cells of
interest across microscopy platforms was  avoided. We  all look for-
ward to the release of a commercial instrument in this space in the
near future.

Another elegant example of integrated microscopy is the com-
mercially available solution that places X-ray microtomography
within an SEM chamber (Sasov, 2008). In this case, the microto-
mography is usually done with the characteristic X-rays generated
when the SEM’s electron beam strikes specific metal targets. In our
enthusiasm for these new approaches, however, we must not forget
the combination of scanning probe microscopy with confocal laser
imaging. Although a less commonly used combination, scanning
probe with confocal microscopy can be regarded as one of the first
‘integrated microscopy’ solutions (Nagao and Dvorak, 1998). Inte-
gration of laser microscopy with atomic force microscopy (AFM) or
near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has been success-
fully implemented in various research settings (Haupt et al., 2006;
Kellermayer, 2011). Of course, other elegant examples of integrated
AFM approaches are the miniaturised scanning-probe heads that
are readily mounted within an SEM, allowing the full integration
of two other microscopy approaches on the same sample. It is
even possible to equip an ultramicrotome with AFM capabilities,
to enable researchers to collect serial three-dimensional data dur-
ing ultramicrotomy by scanning the block face prior to cutting
each section. The sections of interest can be collected progressively
and then subsequently explored by TEM, thereby combining large-
scale topographic data with high spatial resolution in regions of
particular interest. Finally, even advanced TEM holders are com-

mercially available with integrated AFM capabilities, allowing full
in situ analysis of samples.

There are many obvious benefits that should accrue as
researchers and instrument manufacturers continue developing
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ntegrated-microscopy. Eventually, user friendly integrated instru-
ents should allow researchers to do away with correlative

ample-relocation stages or fiducial markers and, more impor-
antly, should open the door for high-throughput correlative
bservations. So does the advent of integrated microscopy sound
he death knell for correlative microscopy? We  think it unlikely
hat correlative microscopy will disappear entirely for two  reasons.
he first reason is that integrated microscopy brings entirely new
hallenges and limitations that will not be overcome easily. For
xample, the current correlative approach requires that fixation of

 biological sample be done after live-cell fluorescence microscopy.
hus, dynamic measurements can be made, and then molecular
etails on the areas of interest can be obtained by TEM, after the
ample has been suitably fixed. In contrast, fixation must be done
rior to both types of imaging in an integrated system, removing the
hance to obtain dynamic information. Other challenges arise too,
uch as the reduction in fluorescence when common fluorescent
abels are examined in an integrated FM–cryo-TEM system. The
econd reason is that current approaches to integrated microscopy
ypically only combine two beamlines, so that other combina-
ions of microscopy will not be able to be accommodated within
hese new instruments. This leaves an obvious need for continued
se of some correlative microscopy at least for less-commonplace
ombinations of beamlines. And even if correlative microscopy is
ventually replaced entirely by integrated microscopy, all of the
ptimised methods for labelling, physical fixation and correlative
mage analysis that have been (and continue to be) devised for
orrelative microscopy, will have been a foundation to integrated
maging.

. Conclusion

We hope that this review paper has provided the interested
eader with an overview of correlative-microscopy and sample-
reparation techniques in the biological sciences and has shown
ow these combined imaging platforms can reveal new insights
bout the cellular machinery that cannot be discerned when only

 single technique is used. Obviously, correlative microscopy has
ame a long way (Geissinger, 1974; McDonald and Hayes, 1969) and
as evolved gradually over the recent decades (Albrecht et al., 1989;
owell et al., 1998; Su et al., 2010; Subramaniam, 2005), with the
rsenal of hardware and software tools for correlative microscopy
nd the number of dedicated papers increasing as more researchers
ave become convinced of its power to dissect cells’ architecture
ver multiple length scales. Without any doubt, the combined use
f light, laser, X-ray, probe, and/or electron microscopy techniques
ave become increasingly important for the correlative analysis
f the structure and function of cells and tissues. Today, we have
eached the stage that correlative microscopy is accepted as a stan-
ard, or ‘routine’, cell-analysis technique, and one in which recent
echnological advances in molecular- and structural-biology meth-
ds are entwined to useful effect. It is clear that there is no way  back,
nd we must continue to adapt our way of visual thinking about
he molecular organisation of cellular architecture, by moving from
ombined microscopy to correlative imaging and on towards fully
ntegrated microscopy in the future. Watch this space!
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